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ABSTRACT

We examine the transmission of liquidity across the supply chain during the 2007–09
financial crisis, a period of financial market illiquidity, for a sample of unrated public
firms with differential demand shocks. We measure differential demand by comparing
firms that primarily supply to government customers with those that primarily supply
to corporate customers. A difference-in-difference analysis shows little evidence that
relatively high demand firms provide more or less liquidity to their own suppliers. The
main determinant of the usage of short-term financing is a product market shock. Firms
with relatively high demand have higher raw-material inventory and use more trade credit.
There is little evidence that the amount of credit usage per unit of raw-material inventory
changes with firms’ demand shocks. These outcomes are consistent with theories of trade
credit that stress the use of trade credit in financing inputs rather than providing efficient
monitoring of creditors by suppliers. The lack of liquidity provision to suppliers by high
demand firms is likely due to the high opportunity costs they face: We show that such
firms become more investment-constrained over the crisis and engage in more acquisition
activities once the liquidity crunch dissipates.
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1. Introduction

We investigate the effect of a macro-level liquidity shock and differentiated product-market

shocks on the product market and financing outcomes of firms. In particular, we ask whether

firms hit by the recent financial crisis but facing comparatively high demand used their com-

paratively stronger product-market advantage to provide additional financing to their suppli-

ers. Such a strategy is potentially profitable for the firms taking on the role of a provider of

capital at a time of scarcity. We further examine whether firms with strong product market

demand used the liquidity crisis as an opportunity to strengthen their position relative to their

competitors.

The 2007–09 financial crisis started with a severe macro-level liquidity shock accompa-

nied by observable differential product-market shocks–some firms saw the demand for their

products fall, while others saw demand from a reliable and observable customer hold steady

and even increase. We measure the latter group by identifying firms that primarily supply

to government departments and agencies. We term this group of firms government suppli-

ers and compare their financial policies during the financial crisis and its aftermath to those

of what we call corporate suppliers, firms that primarily supply to corporations. We take a

difference-in-difference approach to compare government suppliers in pre-crisis and crisis pe-

riods relative to corporate suppliers. This approach alleviates the concern that the ability to

acquire high-demand customers is endogenous.

We find that firms that experienced a positive demand shock during the crisis did not

act as liquidity providers to their own suppliers. On the contrary, such firms increased ac-

counts payable relative to their cost of goods sold while increasing outputs, suggesting that

they were, on balance, relying more heavily on vendor financing. Contemporaneously, these

firms increased their short-term debt financing only marginally, which most likely came from

liquidity-constrained financial intermediaries.

In contrast, the pattern of short-term financing by firms that mainly supplied to corpora-

tions presents a mirror image. These firms increased their reliance on short-term debt sub-

stantially, but simultaneously lowered their reliance on vendor financing. The contrast in
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financing outcomes between government and corporate suppliers might suggest that corporate

suppliers were unable to obtain financing from their own suppliers and were forced to borrow

from financial intermediaries, whereas firms with reliable customers were able to borrow from

their suppliers. However, we show that these patterns of short-term financing are most likely

driven by differences in the firms’ product-market shocks. Government suppliers built up raw-

material inventory to service increases in demand, whereas corporate suppliers facing falling

demand built up finished-goods inventory. As suggested by models of trade credit financing

that argue that vendors have a comparative advantage in financing raw material inventories,

raw-material inventory is usually financed by vendors, whereas finished-goods inventory is

more naturally financed by financial intermediaries.

Over the crisis period, government suppliers grew faster in terms of revenues than corpo-

rate suppliers. While this growth was accompanied by a smaller drop in capital investment

than for corporate suppliers, there is evidence that government suppliers’ investment did not

keep up with the increase in their growth opportunities. Direct evidence for this is that over the

crisis period, the index of investment delay constraints, derived from Hoberg and Maksimovic

(2015), shows a general increase for government suppliers whereas that of corporate suppliers

decreases.

By the end of the crisis, government suppliers had substantially increased the market share

in their industries relative to corporate suppliers. However, the constraint in their ability to

obtain long-term financing during the crisis implied that their sales-to-fixed assets ratio is sub-

optimal. Their cash holdings also remained lower than corporate counterparts. We show that

as a result, constrained firms are more likely to engage in merger activity post crisis.

Our results illustrate several points: First, firms experiencing positive demand shocks in

a financial crisis did not offer liquidity to other firms through trade channels. On balance,

they were net users of cash in the corporate sector. This finding implies that, while such firms

will have a positive effect on the expected income of their supplier firms by transmitting the

demand shocks, they do not provide indirect additional financing through the trade channel.

Thus, they do not substitute for the liquidity shocks of the financial sector.
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Second, both firms experiencing positive demand shocks and firms experiencing negative

shocks increased their demand for short-term financing. The former borrowed more from sup-

pliers in order to finance the purchase of raw materials for production, and the latter borrowed

more from financial intermediaries in part to finance finished-goods inventory. This suggests

that the optimal provision of short-term financing may be more closely tied to the type of

shocks faced by firms.

Third, firms with positive demand shocks became financially constrained during the finan-

cial crisis. Thus, during the recession, their opportunity cost of liquidity increased, making

them less likely to provide liquidity for their own suppliers or other firms.

Fourth, the firms who were doing comparatively well did not fully convert their increases

in market share into stronger real-asset positions until the general liquidity constraints were

reduced. At that time, they increased their fixed assets through acquisitions. Thus, as sug-

gested by Harford (2005), periods of low liquidity created demand for asset reallocations that

occurred once liquidity was restored.

Our paper is related to a strand in the international finance literature that follows the work

of Calvo, Izquierdo, and Talvi (2006) (CIT) and examines recovery in emerging market crisis

episodes characterized as Systemic Sudden Stops (3S episodes) where the liquidity of the

financial sector and demand decline sharply. CIT observe that in their sample of 3S episodes,

output in the economy collapses with bank lending to commercial customers but that output

bounces back to full recovery before bank lending is restored to prior levels. They argue

that the provision of working capital between firms is the mechanism by which the economy

recovers, calling a macro recovery of this type a Phoenix recovery.1 Our evidence suggests

that this channel is unlikely to be effective in financing firms facing negative demand shocks.

In the absence of a quick financial sector recovery, firms facing negative demand shocks are

not able to rely on trade credit to finance recovery. Instead, we observe that such firms rely on

bank financing, particularly short-term debt.

1Claessens, Kose, and Terrones (2009; 2012), Abiad, DellAricia, and Li (2011) and Ayyagari, Demirguc-Kunt
and Maksimovic (2011) also evaluate Phoenix recoveries.
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Our paper is also related to the literature on trade credit. The literature has examined

factors such as the informational advantages of vendor financing over bank financing (Bi-

ais and Gollier (1997)). In this paper, we have a clean natural experiment in which external

liquidity from intermediaries exogenously became more difficult to obtain. We show that gov-

ernment suppliers, who experienced observable positive shocks, increased reliance on trade

credit when compared to corporate suppliers experiencing negative demand shocks, which

increased reliance on bank financing. This finding suggests that short-term trade credit fi-

nancing is unlikely to be driven by informational advantages and risk sharing by a borrowing

firm’s suppliers, and is more likely to be driven by the composition of the firm’s short-term

assets. Thus, our results suggest that trade credit financing is the likely response to demand

shocks resulting in the accumulation of raw-material inventory while financing by financial

intermediaries is the likely response to shocks that increase finished-goods inventory.

Wilner (2000) and Cunat (2007) examine the role of trade credit in transmitting liquidity

from suppliers to customers. In Cunat’s model, suppliers have an incentive to insure their

customers against adverse shocks and will provide liquidity in cases where banks will not

allow late payments on sales in the form of increasing accounts payables on customers’ bal-

ance sheets. Our setup examines a reverse case. We have government suppliers, whose output

demand is differentially shocked during a liquidity crisis. By observing whether or not govern-

ment suppliers pay their suppliers faster than corporate suppliers, as measured by the ratio of

accounts payables to raw-material inventory, we can infer whether or not government suppli-

ers are providing their suppliers with more liquidity. A falling ratio would identify a plausible

mechanism for the Phoenix recoveries.

Two studies have examined the role of trade credit as an alternative source of liquidity in

the midst of liquidity crunches during crises. Examining the 2007–08 crisis, Garcia-Appendini

and Montoriol-Garriga (2013) document that U.S. firms with high pre-crisis liquidity reserves

initially extended trade credit for their customers, though they retracted as the crisis progressed

because they were unable to replenish their cash reserves. Similarly, examining six emerging

markets during the 1997 Asian crisis and 1994 Mexican crisis, Love et al. (2007) document

that trade credit provision increased immediately after a crisis broke but collapsed soon after

and continued to contract for several years. They argue that, for redistribution to take place,
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some firms first need to be able to raise external financing to pass on to less privileged firms,

but that during a financial crisis, all sources of financing become scarce, leading to the shut-

down of the redistribution channel. We add an important dimension, demand shock, to this

setup, which allows us to investigate crucial questions: Are firms with positive demand shocks

able to weather the storm despite the liquidity drought? Does liquidity spill over from these

firms to weaker links, reviving the redistribution channel?

Finally, our paper has implications for the effect of government spending on firms. First,

government spending enables the firms supplying to government to grow and expand their

market share during the crisis. Cohen, Coval, and Malloy (2014) document that government

suppliers generally invest less in physical and intellectual capital and have lower sales growth

than corporate suppliers. This finding leaves a puzzle of why firms choose to supply to the

government when their expected performance is inferior to those supplying to corporate cus-

tomers. Our study provides one explanation for this question by showing that government

suppliers outperformed corporate suppliers in the crisis period–that is, while their upside po-

tential in normal times may be limited, government suppliers are protected from the downside

risk during crises by having a reliable customer. Second, government spending has a spill-over

effect along the supply chain. Notable increase in government suppliers’ raw-material inven-

tory during the crisis implies that positive demand shocks are transmitted to their suppliers,

generating real effects.

2. The Crisis and Financing of Firms

The recent financial crisis provides a natural experiment setting for a sudden decline in

liquidity in a developed economy. Figure 1 shows that the TED spread (the 3-month LI-

BOR based on U.S. dollars minus the 3-month Treasury bill), which stayed below 1% in the

pre-crisis period, climbed to 2.4% in August 2007, and to as high as 4.6% in October 2008.

Similarly, the Federal Reserve Board’s Senior Loan Officer’s Opinion Survey indicates that

banks started tightening lending standards on commercial and industrial loans in 2007:Q3 for

medium and large firms and in 2007:Q1 for smaller firms (Mach (2014)). Ivashina and Scharf-
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stein (2010) and Santos (2011) show that banks cut down on loan origination substantially and

charged much higher spreads when they originated new loans. Output also plummeted (figure

1) and the unemployment rate more than doubled as the crisis progressed.2

For our analysis, we define 2007:Q3–2009:Q2 as the crisis period and compare this period

to the pre-crisis period of 2005:Q3–2007:Q2. For some analysis, we also extend the window to

include the post-crisis period of 2009:Q3–2011:Q2. Note that while NBER defines December

2007–June 2009 as a contractionary period, we view the crisis as starting in 2007:Q3; the

signs of a liquidity crunch started appearing in 2007:Q3, and studies examining the recent

crisis generally consider 2007:Q3 as the beginning of the crisis (for example, Duchin, Ozbas,

and Sensoy (2010) and Gorton and Metrick (2012)).

For our purposes, it is important that in the face of declining aggregate demand, the U.S.

government maintained and increased spending, providing additional financing to jump start

projects. Figure 2 shows that total government spending as a fraction of GDP steepened

sharply during the crisis.3 Government spending during the crisis created a natural experiment

setting in which corporate suppliers, which did not receive government contracts, were likely

to receive a negative demand shock while government suppliers, which received government

contracts, were more likely to see demand maintained or increased. While the two groups of

firms had differential product market shocks, they were both subject to the general liquidity

shock. The liquidity shock had two effects. First, it made external financing more expensive

to obtain. Second, it made it difficult for firms to obtain long-term financing, which we show

below.

2.1. Supply of Liquidity by Firms in the Crisis

A question of interest is whether firms experiencing a positive demand shock can act as

conduits of liquidity to other firms in the economy, specifically to their suppliers. To the extent

2The seasonally-adjusted unemployment rate soared from 4.6% in June 2007 to 9.5% in June 2009.
3New government contracts likely started picking up sooner than suggested by the figure because government

contracts tend to translate into actual expenditure with some lags. For example, it took an average of 281 days
for unrated government suppliers in our sample to be paid by customers during the crisis, assuming all customers
received 100% credit.
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that such firms have publicly observed positive demand shocks, they should be able to get fi-

nancing during the crisis on better terms from banks and other financial intermediaries relative

to those suffering from a negative demand shock. A straightforward comparative advantage

argument suggests that this will lead these firms to use this advantage by negotiating terms

with their suppliers–the firms facing positive demand shocks should be willing to speed up

payments to suppliers in return for lower input prices. The expedited payment schedule would

be financed either out of current cash flows or from a marginal increase in external financing.

Thus, these considerations would suggest that, holding everything else constant, firms facing

positive demand shocks should, comparatively, be reducing their accounts payable and, to the

extent possible, increasing their reliance on short-term debt.

Countering this tendency, firms facing strong demand in a crisis are also likely to be finan-

cially constrained at the margin–that is, they may have a greater use for financing in order to

facilitate their growth. To the extent that this tendency predominates, we would expect to see

positively shocked firms lengthen their payments cycles to suppliers, perhaps even soaking up

liquidity from them at the margin.

Which of these tendencies predominates has significant macro-finance implications. If, in

a crisis, positively shocked firms serve as a conduit for providing liquidity to their suppliers,

then real sector recovery may occur even before the financial sector is fully restored, as sug-

gested by CIT. By contrast, if positively shocked firms are net drains on the liquidity of their

suppliers, then a general recovery will be slower.

Below, we examine this question in three steps. First, we exploit the natural experiment

structure to examine whether or not firms with positive demand shocks supply liquidity to

their suppliers by comparatively reducing accounts payable and increasing short-term debt.

Second, we directly measure the financial constraints expressed by firms that have positive

and negative real shocks during the crisis. Do positive demand shocks tighten or relax the

firm’s constraints? Third, we consider the relation between a firm’s observed financial con-

straints and its financial policy. If the nature of product-market shocks predicts firm-level

constraints, then an association between observed financial constraints and its provision of
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liquidity will predict the extent to which firms facing positive shocks will act as de facto fi-

nancial intermediaries in a financial crisis.

2.2. Effect of Shocks on Firm’s Short-Term Liabilities

We term the hypothesis that firms with positive demand shocks transmit liquidity along

the supply chain the liquidity hypothesis. There are two direct channels by which this can

occur. First, positively shocked firms can expedite payments for inputs purchased from their

suppliers. Second, they can offer more generous credit terms to their customers. Specifi-

cally, in our context, the liquidity hypothesis predicts that government suppliers will reduce

their accounts payable. We may also expect government suppliers to increase their accounts

receivable. However, this second effect is likely to be attenuated because we would expect

government suppliers to extend additional financing only to their commercial customers, not

to the government. We test these hypotheses below.

The analysis above focuses on the effect of the overall level of liquidity faced by firms

experiencing positive and negative demand shocks in the crisis. However, the way positive

and negative shocks interact with the production process of firms may also affect their financ-

ing choices. Sources of possible short-term financing are increases in short-term debt, usu-

ally from financial intermediaries, increases in accounts payable (that is, increases in credit

from suppliers), and decreases in accounts receivable (that is, a reduction in financing to cus-

tomers). Government suppliers were subject to a liquidity shock at the same time as their needs

for financing–short-term financing of raw-material inventory and long-term financing of new

investment capacity–were increasing. Corporate suppliers were facing potentially lower de-

mand and the need to finance finished-goods inventory stemming from slowing sales. That

is, firms facing negative supply shocks are likely to experience a revenue shortfall accompa-

nied by a need to finance inventories of finished goods. By contrast, firms facing a positive

demand shock are likely to need to build up production and inventories of raw materials and

goods-in-process.4

4Both shocks may also lead to increased desire to finance trade credit to customers, in the first case to support
declining sales and in the second case to support increased sales.
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If the two sources of short-term financing–funds from operations and short-term loans–are

close substitutes, we would expect both firms with positive shocks and firms with negative

shocks to have similar responses to their shocks. Thus, we would observe similar changes

in their short-term asset and liability positions. However, if trade and bank financing have

different comparative advantages, then we would expect a tilt towards trade credit or short-

term debt financing of differentially shocked firms, holding all else constant. We consider

several different types of potential comparative advantages.

First, trade creditors have an informational advantage over intermediaries, as suggested by

Biais and Gollier (1997). Suppliers are able to monitor the order flow from their customers

and may have detailed information about the quantity and type of inputs. Since they are also

potential suppliers to their customers’ suppliers, they may be informed about the relative out-

puts of their customers and competitors. Biais and Gollier argue that these considerations

make it efficient for firms to obtain short-term financing from both financial intermediaries

and suppliers, since the willingness of suppliers to provide financing provides information to

financial intermediaries. This informational value of credit from suppliers is smaller when the

customer is reliable and when information about the status of the customer’s order book is

publicly available. Firms with observable, creditworthy customers are likely to find it rela-

tively cheaper to obtain short-term debt from banks rather than from their suppliers. Thus, we

would expect a tilt towards trade-credit financing for firms whose shock is accompanied by an

increase in downside risk, holding all else constant. In our context, corporate suppliers would

face relatively higher uncertainty and probability of distress than government suppliers during

the crisis. Thus, the information hypothesis would predict a comparative increase in accounts

payable and a relative decrease in short-term debt financing for corporate suppliers relative to

government suppliers.

Second, if different shocks lead to a different pattern of operational short-term holdings

by firms and if trade and financial intermediaries have a comparative advantage in financing

a specific type of assets or shortfalls, then we would expect to see differences in the pattern

of short-term asset holdings. Specifically, firms facing negative supply shocks are likely to

experience a revenue shortfall accompanied by a need to finance inventories of finished goods.
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By contrast, firms facing a positive demand shock are likely to need to step up their production

and inventories of raw materials and goods-in-process.

There are several reasons why we may see a differential comparative advantage of debt or

trade financing for short-term assets. As discussed by Frank and Maksimovic (2005), suppliers

have a comparative advantage in gaining security over the goods that they supply (that is, the

firm’s raw materials). This advantage disappears as the goods are processed and turned into a

final product. Thus, we expect suppliers, rather than banks, to finance inventories, particularly

raw materials or inputs.

A similar prediction can be generated from arguments by Lee and Stowe (1993) and Kim

and Shin (2012) that vendor financing is an implicit warranty offered to customers. That

warranty is likely to extend until the goods are turned into a final product. To the extent that

the warranty is tied to the size of raw-material inventory and work-in-progress, the amount

of short-term credit will also depend on the composition of assets. Thus, we would expect

that if the composition of the firm’s short-term assets changes between assets used early in the

production cycle and assets used late in the production cycle, there will be a different preferred

mix of short-term financing. We term this hypothesis the asset composition hypothesis.

These arguments lead to sharply different predictions, which we test below, about the

comparative behavior of government and corporate suppliers in the crisis. If the information

hypothesis dominates, and the provision of trade credit is driven by the comparative advantage

of vendors in evaluating the viability of firms, we would expect to see corporate suppliers to

receive greater injection of trade credit (accounts payable) than government suppliers. Trade

financing would become relatively more valuable to corporate suppliers. Government sup-

pliers, whose prospects are more certain as a result of having a more creditworthy customer,

would gravitate to bank financing, which would become relatively less expensive to these

customers, given that they would require less financing by suppliers, who themselves may

be financially constrained. Thus, the information hypothesis predicts a relative increase in ac-

counts payable by corporate suppliers and a relative increase in short-term debt by government

suppliers.
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In contrast, if the asset composition hypothesis drives the differential mix of short-term

financing, then government suppliers, who are growing relatively faster, will experience com-

paratively larger raw-material inventories than corporate suppliers, will have less involuntary

finished-goods inventory accumulation, and will thus experience relatively larger increases in

accounts payable. The prediction of the asset composition hypothesis on the relative short-

term debt financing by government and corporate suppliers is similar. To the extent that cor-

porate suppliers have general shortfalls in liquidity and a greater need to finance either their

customers or final inventories, they will have a relative increase in short-term debt financing.

However, given the drying up of long-term financing, this effect may be muted if govern-

ment suppliers substitute short-term for long-term debt financing to fund their relatively higher

growth. In principle, if the liquidity hypothesis dominates, there may be interactions between

the predictions of that hypothesis and those of the asset composition hypothesis. We address

this below when reviewing the empirical results.

2.3. Liquidity, Demand Demand Shocks, and Firm Growth

Finally, we investigate how the common liquidity shock affects firms’ financing and product-

market positioning after the crisis. As noted above, firms differ in the product-market shock

they receive around the time of the liquidity shock. Given limited access to financial markets,

did the firms that received relatively favorable product-market shocks translate their temporary

advantage into a more permanent product-market advantage? Firms also differ in their initial

credit rating, which affects access to financial markets. To the extent that there is precaution-

ary demand for financial flexibility, we would expect that those firms that had better credit

ratings were able to change their long-run competitive position. Did this in fact happen?
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3. Identification Strategy and Data

3.1. Identification Strategy

We take the financial and operating state of U.S. firms in the pre-crisis period as exogenous

with respect to the financial crisis. The crisis and the subsequent liquidity shock precipitated

demand shocks across firms. We assume that the magnitude of the demand shocks was not

anticipated by individual firms and that they are exogenous to an individual firm. However, we

can only observe sales revenue at the firm level and not the exogenous shocks themselves. To

measure the shocks, we rely on the differential response of government and private customers

to the financial shock. Following the shock, the economy slowed substantially with real GDP

growth falling to a negative territory. However, the U.S. government instituted a recovery

program that attempted to boost the economy by increasing government spending.

To obtain a sample of firms that were less likely than the average firm to receive a negative

shock in the crisis, we consider a sample of firms that had government as a major customer

prior to the crisis, namely government suppliers. Using information from the 10-K filings

that was recorded in the Compustat Business Segment Files from Standard and Poor’s (S&P),

we identify firms that primarily supplied to government agencies in 2006 (Please see the next

subsection for details on how we identify government and corporate suppliers).5 We rely

on the assumption that a customer-supplier relationship tends to be long-term in nature, that

a firm that has an on-going relationship with the government was better placed to win new

orders from the government than a firm that did not, and that, in particular, such firm was

unlikely to suffer from a negative demand shock which affected a significant portion of the

remaining firms.

We note that firms that have material customers differ from a typical Compustat firm. Fee

et. al (2006), for example, show these firms tend to be smaller and to have lower leverage. To

provide a control sample for government suppliers, we also identify corporate suppliers, firms

that primarily supplied to corporate customers in 2006. The objective of identifying a control

52015 S&P’s Financial Services LI.C. All rights reserved. For intended recipient only. No further distribution
and/or reproduction permitted.
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sample of corporate suppliers is to control for potentially unobservable characteristics that

firms with large material customers, whether government or private, may have in common.

Much of our analysis consists of difference-in-difference comparisons of financial and

product-market policies of government and corporate suppliers in response to the exogenous

crisis shock. We assume that neither the magnitude of the firm-level demand shocks from

private customers nor the government response was predictable in 2006. We also differentiate

between firms that had credit ratings in 2006 and didn’t. We expect firms that were unrated to

have had less access to external financing during the crisis, and we expect to see a larger effect

of liquidity constraints and negative demand shocks in those firms.

A key question in the measurement of the effects of the crisis on firms is the question of

standardization. A firm’s accounts are interconnected through its balance sheet, so that the

total quantity of an asset and liability may change in response to a shock, while the ratio of

different accounts may not change, and vice versa. The appropriate scaling depends on the

hypothesis being tested. It is customary to measure many of the key indicators of a firm’s

liquidity by scaling with the firm’s contemporaneous assets or sales. This is reasonable when

focusing on liquidity in a homogenous demand environment. It is more problematic in cases

where firms in two subsamples of interest are facing differential demand shocks. Accordingly,

for much of our analyses, we standardize measures of interest by each firm’s pre-crisis average

assets. This allows us to isolate the effect of the demand shocks on liquidity in a context

analogous to an event study. In other cases, when comparing how sales or purchases are

financed for different subsamples, we scale by relevant contemporaneous variables such as

assets, sales, costs of goods sold, and inventory levels.

3.2. Customer Information

We compile the customer information using supplier-customer relationships reported in

the Compustat Business Segment Files. According to SFAS 14, public firms are required to

disclose the names of customers that account for at least 10% of their total sales or whose

purchase has a material impact on their businesses. We call these customers “principal cus-
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tomers.” In addition, SFAS 131 issued in June 1997 requires disclosure of the amount of sales

generated from a principal customer.6 To identify corporate customers, we manually match

the customer names to their corresponding GVKEYs in Compustat by closely following the

approach in Fee et al. (2006). For government customers, we manually check whether the cus-

tomer name is a U.S. government agency. We complement the information using the customer

type variable given in the Compustat Business Segment Files. Details on how we hand-collect

the customer information are documented in Appendix C.

To measure a firm’s dependence on each principal customer, we construct a customer

reliance measure (CUST REL), defined as the fraction of a firm’s sales that is attributed to

a principal customer. In some cases, firms voluntarily report customers who contribute less

than 10% of their revenue. To ensure consistency, we only retain firms whose CUST REL

is at least 10%.7 We classify a sample firm as a government supplier if its biggest principal

customer is government, and as a corporate customer if its biggest customer is a corporation.8

For our main tests, we identify our sample firms using their customer information as of 2006,

and follow these firms over time to mitigate the selection bias. In unreported results, we

repeat our tests by identifying our sample firms using their customer information every year

to incorporate the changes in customer relationships over time. The results are little changed

because the customer relationship tends to be longer-term in nature.

3.3. Summary Statistics

For our sample of government suppliers and corporate suppliers, we obtain quarterly fi-

nancial information between 2005:Q3 and 2011:Q2 for all firms available in the Compustat

quarterly database. We exclude utilities and financial firms as well as observations with non-

positive values of assets. All our financial variables are winsorized at the 1% and 99% of

their distributions. We also obtain S&P borrower credit ratings information (variable name:

6See Appendix C for more details.
7To eliminate reporting errors, we also drop observations where the customer reliance is more than 100%.
8It is rare for a firm to have both government and corporate principal customers, with only 2.7% of our sample

of unrated firms selling to both government and corporate principal customers in 2006.
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SPLT ICRM) from the Compustat ratings database.9 Appendix A provides the detailed de-

scription of how financial variables are constructed.

Panel A of Table 1 summarizes pre-crisis firm characteristics for all sample firms. Panel

B split the sample to four subgroups according to sample firms’ rating information and cus-

tomer types as of 2006. A firm is classified as rated if it is rated by S&P in 2006, and unrated

otherwise. Unrated firms and rated firms are, respectively, further sorted into government sup-

pliers (GOV ) and corporate suppliers (CORP) according to their customer types. We observe

1,194 firms per quarter on average, of which unrated firms constitute about three quarters.

Panel B shows unrated government suppliers and corporate suppliers have an average asset

size (sales) of $300 million ($103 million) and $511 million ($119 million), respectively. Un-

rated firms are much smaller than an average Compustat firm, which has assets of $1,602

million and sales of $435 million in the corresponding period. Among unrated firms, gov-

ernment suppliers, which has less assets and sales than corporate counterparts, seem to rely

more on one customer. The mean exposure of unrated government suppliers to their largest

customers is higher at 47%. Unrated government suppliers have higher leverage, but lower

capital expenditures-to-assets ratio (CAPEX/Assets), return on assets (ROA), and operating

cash flows to assets ratio (OCF/Assets) than corporate suppliers. The market-to-book ratio

(M/B) is roughly the same for unrated government and corporate suppliers.

Generally, the differences between rated government and corporate suppliers follow the

same pattern. However, as expected, the rated suppliers as a group are larger and have higher

average sales, leverage, ROA and OCF, but lower M/B than unrated suppliers as a group.

Given the importance of ratings and size as a marker for access to financing (Faulkender and

Peterson (2006) and Hadlock and Pierce (2010)), we analyze the two types of firms separately

and focus our principal analyses on unrated firms.

Next, we examine how unrated government and corporate suppliers fared during the crisis.

Figure 3 shows that government suppliers experienced robust growth in their assets over the

crisis period. By contrast, the assets of corporate suppliers, while rising at the beginning of

the crisis, started to decline when the crisis reached its vertex in mid-2008. This suggests

92015 S&P’s Financial Services LI.C. All rights reserved. For intended recipient only. No further distribution
and/or reproduction permitted.
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that government suppliers were able to expand, despite the crisis, while corporate suppliers

were not. When we examine sales scaled by lagged assets, we observe that this ratio was little

changed for government suppliers in the crisis period while it declined a fair bit for corporate

suppliers.10 Similarly, both the return on assets and the ratio of operating cash flow to assets,

each standardized using average pre-crisis assets, show increases for government suppliers

during the crisis period, but a steep decline for corporate suppliers during the vertex of the

crisis in mid-2008.

Table 2 shows the changes in a broader set of indicators from the pre-crisis (2005:Q3–

2007:Q2) to crisis (2007:Q3–2009:Q2) period for subsamples sorted on ratings information

and customer types as of 2006. Note that, because firm size and sales changed substantially

during the crisis, most of the variables are scaled by pre-crisis average assets to allow to track

changes over time. We see that there has been an increase in sales and assets by all cate-

gories of firms during the crisis, with particularly striking and statistically significant growth

for GOV firms. In subsequent analyses, we compare the changes for GOV and CORP firms

using a difference-in-difference framework. Also notable are the large increases in Capex rel-

ative to pre-crisis assets. While OCF increased for both GOV and CORP firms, the increase is

particularly notable for GOV firms. Consistent with this, ROA increased for GOV firms, and

fell for CORP firms. Despite the observed increase in their investments and improved prof-

itability, GOV firms’ PPE/Sales did not increase. These patterns raise the possibility, which

we later investigate, that GOV firms may have had difficulty funding their desired expansion,

which would be consistent with these firms being financial constrained.

The patterns above are similar for both unrated and rated GOV and CORP firms, with the

effects of the crisis for rated firms being less strong. These statistics are consistent with GOV

firms receiving a differentially more favorable product market shock over the crisis period.

For unrated firms, the effect on liquidity of the financial crisis appears stronger. Rated firms,

which are larger and have better access to external financing, appear less affected by the crisis.

Accordingly, in our analysis of the effects on the crisis on firms’ short-term financing, we

focus on unrated firms, using rated firms for comparison where appropriate.

10The ratio dropped about 7% for corporate suppliers, which was statistically significant at the 1% level.
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4. Financing and Growth during the Crisis

4.1. Short-Term Assets and Liabilities

We next consider the effect of the crisis on the short-term assets and liabilities of firms in

our sample. Panel A of Table 3 shows the short-term asset and liability accounts scaled by

the average quarterly pre-crisis assets. We observe a uniform increase across short-term asset

categories (accounts receivables, total inventory, finished-goods and raw-material inventory,

and cash) relative to their starting positions. Firms also increased their short-term liabilities

(accounts payable and short-term debt). This is consistent with the finding in Table 2 that the

ratio of sales to pre-crisis assets increased: More short-term assets and liabilities were required

to support the increased level of activity and sales by firms.

A different pattern is observed in panel B of Table 3, where accounts receivable are scaled

by current sales. Unrated GOV firms increased their accounts receivable to sales somewhat,

albeit statistically and economically insignificant, while the accounts receivable of rated firms

(GOV and CORP inclusive) declined. Turning to the financing side, we scale accounts payable

using cost of goods sold (COGS) rather than sales, as COGS captures input costs to finance

production better than sales, which have a built-in profit margin.11 There is a clear distinc-

tion between unrated GOV and CORP firms. Unrated GOV firms had a significant increase

in accounts payable, whereas unrated CORP firms did the opposite, decreasing their accounts

payable considerably. Instead, they increased reliance on short-term debt relative to sales more

heavily than unrated GOV firms. Rated CORP firms also cut back on accounts payable signif-

icantly while rated GOV firms changed little. To the extent that rated firms had comparatively

better access to capital markets but GOV firms had stronger demand, the results raise the pos-

sibility that these short-term financing patterns were caused by differentiated demand shocks.

Below, we further investigate whether this difference in short-term financing can be explained

by differences in demand shocks.

The relation between demand shocks and short-term financing is further suggested by

differential effects of inventories. Unrated GOV firms increased their inventories relative to
11See Love et al (2007) for more discussions of these issues.
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COGS significantly, and this increase was primarily driven by the increase in raw-material

inventories, whereas the same ratios for unrated CORP firms remained largely unchanged.

Cash holdings of CORP firms, both unrated and rated, declined significantly, whereas they

changed little for rated and unrated GOV firms.

In sum, there are significant differences in short-term asset and liability composition rel-

ative to contemporaneous sales or COGS of GOV and CORP firms. Evidence of financial

constraints is stronger for unrated firms. However, the striking differences in the composition

appear to be between GOV and CORP firms, rather than between rated and unrated firms.

This pattern suggests that these differences are driven by demand shocks rather than liquidity

constraints. We investigate this further in the next section.

4.2. Short-Term Financing

We now compare short-term financing responses to the crisis of government and corporate

suppliers in a regression framework. While the crisis decreased both types of firms’ access to

external finance, the negative production shock most likely affected CORP firms. We use a

difference-in-difference approach as follows:

yit = α+β1Crisist +β2GOVi +β3Crisist ·GOVi +X′θ+ εit, (1)

where the dependent variable is a short-term financing variable of interest for firm i at time

t. GOVi is an indicator variable that takes on the value of one if the firm is a government

supplier and zero if a corporate supplier. Crisist is an indicator variable that takes on the

value of one during the crisis period (2007:Q3–2009:Q2) and zero for the pre-crisis period

(2005:Q3–2007:Q2). Industry fixed effects are also included, and standard errors are clus-

tered at the firm-level. In our robustness tests, we add control variables (X), including the

lagged values of the log of total assets (lag(logAssets)), cash holdings (lag(Cash/Assets)),

cash flows (lag(OCF/Assets)), and quarterly sales growth (lagSaleqg).12 While the robustness

12For cash regressions, we also include lagged net working capital scaled by assets, sigma, and lagged market-
to-book ratio.
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tests show similar results, we do not report these results due to concerns that some of these

control variables may themselves be endogenous.

Table 4 examines the short-term financing behavior of unrated firms. Column (1) indi-

cates that, on average, GOV firms had more accounts receivable than CORP firms before the

crisis. This most likely reflects the governmental procurement practices and the fact that the

government is at low risk of default. There are no significant changes to this ratio during the

crisis, suggesting that unrated firms are not providing additional financing to their customers

per dollar of sales during the crisis, nor are they cutting back on financing. Appendix B re-

ports results for rated firms, which shows that the interaction term is likewise economically

or statistically insignificant. Thus, column (1) provides no evidence in support of the liquidity

hypothesis that GOV firms provide additional financing to their customers during the crisis.

In column (2), we examine how unrated firms are paying their own suppliers by examining

AP/COGS. The ratio drops considerably for corporate suppliers during the crisis as shown by

a significant and negative loading on CRISIS (–0.049). The coefficient of CRISIS ∗GOV is

positive and statistically significant, indicating that AP/COGS for GOV firms increased dur-

ing the crisis, differing substantially from that of CORP firms. This could arise for one of two

reasons. First, GOV firms might have used increased market power during the crisis to ob-

tain liquidity from their suppliers, whereas CORP firms might be paying their suppliers more

quickly. This would suggest a reverse of the liquidity hypothesis in which firms with positive

demand were extracting liquidity from weaker firms. It would also be inconsistent with the

information hypothesis, because additional trade financing was going to government suppli-

ers, which are less risky and more transparent in a financial crisis. Second, it is possible that

government suppliers faced a different shock compared with that faced by corporate suppli-

ers, leading to greater use of trade credit relative to COGS. In particular, if CORP firms were

facing lower demand, they may have sold output from their finished-goods inventory, whereas

GOV firms, facing growing demand, are likely to have purchased new inputs that were still

being paid. This, by itself, would cause a divergence between the ratios of accounts payable to

COGS of the two types of firms. We investigate these possibilities further in the next section.
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As a point of comparison to the AP/COGS ratio, we examine ST debt/Sales of unrated

firms in column (3). While both CORP and GOV firms increased short-term debt relative to

their sales during the crisis, the increase is much more pronounced for CORP firms with the

coefficient of 0.193 compared to the increase of only 0.052 (=0.193–0.141) for GOV firms.

Last, we examine Cash/Assets in column (4). GOV firms held less cash relative to assets than

CORP firms before the crisis. While CORP firms ran down their cash reserves more than

GOV firms did during the crisis, difference in the cash policy between the two groups of firms

during the crisis was not statistically significant.

Taken together, a divergence in the short-term financing pattern emerges. Corporate sup-

pliers moved away from accounts payable and significantly increased their reliance on short-

term debt instead. Government suppliers, on the other hand, stepped up their usage of accounts

payable while increasing short-term debt only marginally.

4.3. Inventory Breakdown

Next, we examine whether the observed differences in the short-term financing policy

between GOV and CORP firms can be explained by changes in the composition of assets

during the crisis. We focus on inventories for two reasons. First, CORP and GOV firms are

differentially affected by demand shocks, which are most likely to be reflected in the changes

to their inventories. Second, firms may match the maturity of their assets with that of their

liabilities. Thus, particularly in a crisis when access to long-term financing is difficult, it is

likely that access to short-term financing will depend on the composition of short-term assets.

To better understand the changes to inventory, we break down inventory to raw materials,

finished goods, and other inventory.

Column (1) of Table 5 provides evidence that the ratio of raw-material inventory to COGS

for unrated GOV firms increased during the crisis relative to CORP firms. This pattern is

consistent with firms increasing purchases of materials in anticipation of expected output
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growth.13 As column (2) shows, there are no comparable divergences in the ratio of finished-

goods inventory to COGS, although this ratio rose for both types of firms during the crisis.

In columns (3) and (4), we scale accounts payable by raw-material inventory and finished-

goods inventory, respectively. AP/INV RM is of particular interest because any changes in the

terms of payment between suppliers and customers are likely to be reflected in this ratio. An

increase (decrease) in this ratio indicates that suppliers are providing more (less) financing for

the purchases made by their customers. Column (3) shows that the interaction term is insignif-

icant, suggesting that there was no difference in the trade credit practices between government

suppliers and corporate suppliers during the crisis. GOV firms’ increases in accounts payable

are consistent with increases in purchases of inputs on credit and the build-up of raw-material

inventory.

In the final two columns, we examine the relation between short-term debt and the com-

position of inventory. Examining ST debt/INV RM, column (5) shows the interaction term is

negative and significant, suggesting that GOV firms significantly reduced the ratio of short-

term debt to raw-material inventory relative to CORP firms during the crisis. Thus, there is no

evidence that the increase in raw-material inventory of GOV firms were financed by short-term

debt. Rather, the evidence suggests that short-term debt moved in line with finished goods in-

ventory. Corporate suppliers increased their short-term debt relative to COGS much more than

government counterparts; ST debt/COGS for corporate suppliers increased by 0.206 from the

pre-crisis level of 0.386 while that for government suppliers increased by only 0.110 from the

pre-crisis level of 0.365. Despite differential changes in short-term debt, column (6) shows

the relation between short-term debt and finished-goods inventory remained unchanged during

the crisis for both GOV and CORP firms, providing support for the view that short-term debt

was used to finance finished-goods inventory.

Overall, we have established that the short-term financing behavior of CORP and GOV

firms differs in response to the crisis. The GOV firms’ increases in accounts payable are

consistent with increases in input purchases on credit and the build-up of raw-material inven-

13The sample size drops because data on inventory components have many missing values. In addition, obser-
vations with the inventory value of zero are removed from the test to allow to compare results using inventory
variables as denominators and those using inventory variables as numerators.
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tory. In contrast, the relative increase of CORP firms is in short-term debt financing. This

is consistent with a liquidity need caused by a demand shock. In unreported regressions, we

find similar responses by rated firms, suggesting that these reactions are indeed caused by re-

sponses to demand shocks, and are not driven by differential access to trade credit or financing

by financial intermediaries.14

4.4. Firm Growth during the Crisis

Next, we examine whether the crisis affected the growth of GOV and CORP firms differ-

ently. Table 6 estimates specification (1) for investment-related dependent variables.15 The

results show the effects of the crisis on various forms of investment for unrated firms, including

PPE scaled by sales, as well as capital expenditure, R&D expenses, and acquisition expenses,

all scaled by lagged PPE. Column (1) shows that GOV firms’ fixed investment measured by

PPE/Sales did not increase during the crisis relative to that of CORP firms. Examining dif-

ferent types of investment, we see that investment in capital expenditure and acquisition took

a hit across the board for both GOV and CORP firms, as indicated by the negative and signif-

icant coefficients of CRISIS. While Capex/lagPPE dropped for both GOV and CORP firms,

the reduction in capital expenditure was much smaller for unrated GOV firms than for CORP

firms; the coefficient of CRISIS ∗GOV is positive and significant, consistent with the higher

growth rates of GOV firms during the crisis.

4.5. Long-Term Financing

Evidence so far suggests that government suppliers experienced a robust increase in sales

relative to corporate suppliers during the crisis, without a corresponding increase in PPE rel-

ative to sales. Long-term financing was difficult to access during the crisis, suggesting that

GOV firms became financially constrained. Direct evidence on this is shown by employing

Hoberg and Maksimovic (2015)’s measure of investment delay constraints. This measure, de-

14Unrated firms generally have difficulties accessing public debt markets, and more so during a crisis.
15In unreported tests, we also run regressions including lagged values of M/B and OCF/Assets as control

variables.
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rived from textual analysis of 10-K reports of US listed firms, scores the MD&A sections of

the 10-Ks for discussion of expected delays in investment due to an inability to obtain financ-

ing for desired projects. Figure 4 shows that the delay-in-investment text measure increased

over time for GOV firms but not for CORP firms, both rated and unrated, with the rated firms

reporting lower mean levels of constraint.16 Initially, GOV firms reported being less con-

strained than CORP firms, but as the crisis evolved, they reported, on average, becoming more

constrained. While GOV firms had higher positive revenue shocks than CORP firms over the

crisis, Figure 4 is consistent with these firms not having sufficient funding to fund desired

investment in long-term assets. This suggests that GOV firms did not have additional liquidity

to provide to their own suppliers (who themselves were also experiencing a positive demand

shock transmitted through the GOV firms). We return to this further in the next section.

We next confirm that GOV firms did not access long-term financing differentially com-

pared with CORP firms during the crisis. Table 7 estimates specification (1) to evaluate

changes in leverage. The control variables (X) include lagged values of market-to-book, ROA,

log(sales), and PPE/assets. The results show that changes in long-term debt and short-term

debt during crisis, which are both scaled by lagged assets, were negative and positive, re-

spectively. The results imply that both GOV and CORP firms struggled to access long-term

financing during the crisis, with short-term debt partially substituting long-term debt. The

interaction term (CRISIS ∗GOV ) is insignificant throughout, indicating that GOV firms did

not obtain more financing over this period despite the larger comparative increase in their rev-

enue. That is, GOV firms did not raise additional debt financing in proportion to their increase

in sales. Similar results are obtained if changes in debt are scaled by pre-crisis assets. These

results show that during the crisis, a positive demand shock was not translated into differ-

ential long-term financing or investment policies, most likely due to constraints on external

financing.

While both types of firms had difficulty accessing long-term financing, earlier results show

GOV and CORP firms had striking differences in the short-term asset and liability composi-

16The delay-of-investment measure picks up financial constraints with respect to new investment, not financial
distress. Thus, the measure shows that GOV firms became constrained, but it does not measure directly whether
they were more or less distressed than CORP firms.
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tions. GOV firms increased their ratio of accounts payable to COGS, whereas CORP firms

relied more on their short-term debt. These differences are consistent with a differential pat-

tern of demand shocks, with GOV firms increasing their raw-material usage to meet rising

demand and CORP firms relying more on bank financing for increasing finished-goods in-

ventory stemming from low demand. In the next section, we investigate whether GOV firms

might still be indirectly channeling liquidity to their own suppliers by changing terms of trade,

specifically, the rate of payment made to them.

4.6. Accounts Payable and Raw Material inventory

We first examine the determinants of the ratio of accounts payable to COGS. Panel A of

Table 8 estimates specification (1) for subsamples of unrated firms. The first two columns

show results for two subsamples sorted on the extent of a firm’s reliance on its largest princi-

pal customer (CUST REL). For the next two columns, the sample is split based on the size of

raw-material inventory relative to COGS. We find a stronger effect for GOV firms relative to

CORP firms during the crisis when firms relied more on their customers and when they had

more raw-material inventory. The first finding is predicted by a link between purchases of

inputs on credit and positive exogenous demand shocks, the intensity of which is measured by

the proportion of output sold to government customers. The second finding supports the hy-

pothesis that the level of raw-materials inventory, which depends on demand shocks, predicts

the ratio of accounts payable to COGS.

We next show that there is not a differential relation between accounts payable and raw-

material inventory of GOV and CORP firms during the crisis. Panel B of Table 8 examines how

the ratio of accounts payable to raw-material inventory varies across the sample splits drawn

from Panel A. The results show no evidence that the financing of raw-material inventory using

trade credit is related to a firm’s reliance on its customer or the size of raw-material inventory

relative to COGS. Thus, the amount of supplier financing per dollar of raw-material inventory

does not differ between GOV and CORP firms, implying that the differences in AP/COGS

between GOV and CORP firms during the crisis do not stem from differential access to trade

financing, but are rather due to differences in the level of raw-material inventory during the
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crisis. Thus, the earlier finding is stable across these different subsamples of firms that the

increase in the use of accounts payable by GOV firms relative to CORP firms during the crisis

is driven by relative changes in the level of raw-material inventory resulting from differential

production shocks, and not by differences in the use of trade credit to finance these inventories

by GOV and CORP firms.

5. Financial Crisis and Strategic Outcomes

The previous sections suggest that the direct financial interactions between firms through

trade credit during the crisis were driven by the nature of demand shocks experienced by the

firms and did not lead to liquidity transfer through the medium of differential credit terms.

There is also no evidence that increased demand caused government suppliers more than cor-

porate suppliers to invest in other firms through acquisitions (Table 6, column 4). Thus, there

is very limited evidence for compensatory financial interactions between firms to substitute

for the drop in market liquidity during the financial crisis. There is, however, evidence of

substantial product market effects of the crisis. Figure 5 shows that the relative market shares

of GOV and CORP firms had changed substantially by the end of the crisis period.

This pattern is confirmed in Table 9, which shows that GOV firms’ market share in-

creased substantially in the crisis period relative to CORP firms. The first column considers

MSCRISIS, the logarithm of the ratio of a firm’s average quarterly market share during cri-

sis to the corresponding pre-crisis market shares, where pre-crisis is defined as the period of

2005:Q2–2007:Q2 and crisis as the period of 2007:Q3–2009:Q2.17 The next column con-

siders MSCRISIS2, which is calculated as the logarithm of the ratio of a firm’s market share

in 2009:Q2 to the corresponding market share in 2007:Q2. Moreover, as shown in Figure

4, by the end of the crisis, unrated GOV firms were reporting a large increase in financial

constraints–an inability to obtain financing for desired investment projects.18

17A firm’s market share is computed as the fraction of the industry sales attributed to the firm, where industry
is defined according to Fama and French’s 48 industry classification.

18In unreported difference-in-difference regressions, we show that these differences are statistically significant.
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Some studies document that firms with larger cash holdings or better bank access improved

their positions during the crisis (Duchin, Ozbas, and Sensoy (2010) and Kahl and Stulz (2013))

or that, more generally, cash holdings predict product market gains (Fresard (2010)). The

effect that we identify in this study is different; as shown in Table 4, government suppliers had

lower cash holdings than corporate counterparts prior to the crisis, and their cash policy did

not differe significantly from that of corporate suppliers during the crisis. However, the altered

market shares in the product market and increased constraints of GOV firms by the end of the

crisis created a potential disequilibrium in the allocation of assets that has been identified by

Harford (2005) as leading to reallocations through merger waves when the financial market

conditions normalize. While Harford (2005) focuses on whether a potential disequilibrium

arising from deregulation of industries leads to future asset reallocations, we examine whether

a liquidity crisis does the same. The liquidity crisis, combined with differential shocks for

GOV and CORP firms, provides a natural experiment setting for this hypothesis.

Table 10 tests the proposition that GOV firms increase their post-crisis acquisition activi-

ties. The table reports regression results on post-crisis acquisition activities for unrated firms.

The dependent variable is the value of a firm’s post-crisis acquisitions scaled by its pre-crisis

assets, where post-crisis is defined as the period from 2009:Q3 to 2011:Q2. Columns (1) and

(2) show that unrated firms that gained market share during the crisis indeed increased acqui-

sitions after the crisis. A deeper causal interpretation is provided in column (3) and (4), which

show that firms identified as government suppliers in the pre-crisis period increased their ac-

quisition activities three to four years after the crisis. Thus, a consequence of the liquidity

crunch of the crisis is a delayed adjustment of capacity to the increased market share once the

financial markets’ liquidity is restored.

Table 10 provides additional evidence that in the absence of fully functioning financial

markets, direct financial interactions across firms have a very limited scope for facilitating ef-

ficient transfer of resources. Although, in principle, firms should be able to make acquisitions

by simply swapping stocks even when financial markets are under stress, as the crisis con-

tinued, there was an increase in reports of financial constraints by GOV firms and additional

subsequent acquisition activities. This increase in constraints and misallocation is consistent

with the lack of increased liquidity provision from government suppliers to their own suppliers
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previously demonstrated, as it suggests that the opportunity cost of such provisions is too high

given government suppliers’ own incentives to invest.

6. Robustness Checks

We perform several robustness tests to check the consistency of our results. We test

whether the pattern in the data is specific to the crisis period by repeating the regressions for

pseudo-crisis periods. Table 11 repeats the regressions in Table 4 for various pseudo-crisis pe-

riods. Specification (A) treats 2003:Q3–2005:Q2 as a crisis period and 2001:Q3–2003:Q2 as

a pre-crisis period. Specification (B) treats 2004:Q3–2006:Q2 as a crisis period and 2002:Q3–

2004:Q2 as a pre-crisis period. Finally, specification (C) considers a pseudo-crisis period of

2005:Q3–2007:Q2 and a pseudo pre-crisis period of 2003:Q3–2005:Q2. All three regressions

confirm that the patterns around the pseudo-crisis periods do not mimic the pattern of the

actual crisis from 2007 to 2009.

Table 12 provides additional robustness checks. First, we address the concern that the 10%

cutoff for the reporting requirement of principal customers may introduce a selection bias. For

this exercise, we redefine a principal customer as a customer contributing 20% or more of the

sample firm’s sales, and reconstruct the sample. The sample size drops to about 8,800 from

around 14,000 in Table 4 due to the higher cutoff point. Specification (A) of Table 12 repeats

the regressions in Table 4 using this sample, and reports the coefficients of the interaction term,

Crisis∗GOV . Second, we add quarter dummy variables (specification (B)). Third, we cluster

standard errors simultaneously at the firm- and time- (quarterly frequency) levels instead of

clustering at the firm level (specification (C)). In addition, in unreported results,19 we perform

the following robustness tests: (1) we select a control group of CORP firms using principal

component matching based on firm size, age, and industry and (2) we use a continuous sample

rather than a predetermined sample. That is, we sort sample firms according to their credit

ratings and customer types each year rather than as of 2006. In every case listed above, the

results are similar to those reported in the tables.

19Available from the authors upon request
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7. Conclusion

The 2007–09 financial crisis provides a natural experiment setting for examining the flow

of liquidity between firms with differential demand shocks in a period of financial market

illiquidity. We measure the differential demand by comparing firms that primarily supply to

government with those supplying primarily to corporate customers. Using a sample of unrated

public firms, we obtain three key results.

First, we find little evidence for a liquidity channel whereby firms with relatively high de-

mand provide more or less liquidity to their own suppliers than firms with lower demand. The

main determinant of the usage of financing is product-market shocks. Firms with relatively

high demand have higher raw-material inventory and rely more on trade credit. However, we

find little evidence that the amount of credit per unit of raw-material inventory changes with

the firms’ demand shocks, which would indicate that firms were changing their trade credit

payment terms according to their state of demand.

Second, these outcomes are consistent with theories of trade credit that stress its use in

financing inputs rather than providing efficient monitoring of creditors by suppliers. Theories

that stress the informational advantage that suppliers have over financial intermediaries predict

that corporate suppliers would receive more credit than government suppliers, but we do not

find evidence supporting this view. Given that such theories do not have much predictive

power during times of increased uncertainty, they are not likely to be able to explain the time-

series variation in trade credit.

Third, the opportunity cost of liquidity for unrated firms with high demand during the

liquidity crisis is likely to be high. We show that they report an increasing inability to finance

investments and, once the liquidity crisis ends, step up acquisition activities. This suggests that

even high demand firms are unable to obtain sufficient self-financing or short-term financing to

maintain their desired growth trajectory during the crisis. Thus, they may have little incentive

to provide liquidity to other firms.

Overall, we find that the flow of trade credit is highly contingent on the type of demand

shocks that firms face. The micro-evidence does not provide support for claims that trade
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credit flows provide a financing channel that might promote recovery from a crisis by trans-

ferring liquidity from firms with positive demand shocks to other firms. Moreover, in this

context, the theories that ascribe a monitoring role for trade credit do not have explanatory

power.
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Appendix A: Variable Descriptions

Variable Description
AP Quarterly dollar accounts payable (APQ).
AQC Quarterly dollar acquisition expenses (AQCYt – AQCYt−1).
AQCV Total value of acquisitions summed over the post-crisis period, scaled by pre-crisis assets.
AR Quarterly dollar accounts receivable (RECT Q).
Assets Quarterly dollar total assets (AT Q).
Capex Quarterly dollar capital expenditures (CAPXYt – CAPXYt−1).
Cash Quarterly dollar amount of cash and short-term investments (CHEQ).
COGS Quarterly dollar cost of goods sold (COGSQ).
CRISIS Indicator variable that takes on unity during the crisis period of 2007Q3 to 2009Q2, and

zero in the pre-crisis period of 2005Q3 to 2007Q2.
CUSTREL Customer reliance computed as the percentage sales accounted for by a principal customer,

where a principal customer is defined as a customer contributing at least 10% to the
sample firm’s annual sales (SALES). Source: Business Segment files of Compustat for
customer sales; Compustat Annual for SALES.

Delaycon An index of financial constraints on investments, obtained from Hoberg and
Maksimovic (2015).

GOV Indicator variable that takes on unity if a sample firm is classified as a government supplier,
and zero if classified as a corporate supplier, where a government (corporate) supplier is a
sample firm whose biggest principal customer is a government agency (corporation).

INV Quarterly dollar total inventory (INV Q).
INVFG Quarter dollar finished-goods inventory (INV FGQ).
INVRM Quarter dollar raw-material inventory (INV RMQ).
Leverage Quarterly ratio of the sum of long-term debt (DLT T Q) and current liabilities (DLCQ) to assets.
LTdebt Quarterly dollar long-term debt (DLT T Q).
M/B Quarterly market-to-book ratio computed as the market value of assets (ATq – CEQq

+ PRCCq*CSHOq ) divided by the book value of assets (AT Q).
MS Quarterly market share computed as the fraction of the industry sales in the Compustat

universe attributed to the firm, where industry is defined according to Fama-French’s
48 industry classification.

MSCRISIS Logarithm of the ratio of a firm’s quarterly market share averaged over the crisis
(2007Q3–2009Q2) to the corresponding average quarterly pre-crisis (2005Q2–2007Q2)
market share.

MSCRISIS2 Logarithm of the ratio of a firm’s market shares in 2009Q2 to the corresponding market share
in 2007Q2.

NWC Quarterly net working capital (WCAPq – CHEq).
OCF Quarterly dollar income before depreciation (OIBDPQ).
Post-Crisis The period from 2009Q3 to 2011Q2.
Pre-Crisis Assets Quarterly asset values averaged over the pre-crisis period.
Pre-Crisis The period from 2005Q3 to 2007Q2.
PPE Quarterly dollar property, plant and equipment expenses (PPENT Q).
Profit Margin Quarterly sales (SALEQ) minus cost of goods sold (COGSQ), scaled by COGSQ.
R&D Quarterly dollar research and development expenses (XRDQ) with missing value set to zero.

(cont’d in the next page)
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Variable Description
ROA Quarterly return on assets computed as income before extraordinary items (IBY ) scaled

by assets (AT Q).
Sales Quarterly dollar sales (SALEQ).
Saleqg Quarterly sales growth computed as current sales minus previous quarter sales, scaled

by previous quarter sales.
Sigma Industry cash flow volatility
STdebt Short-term debt measured as quarterly current liabilities (DLCQ.)
*Note: Lagged variables are preceded by the prefix “Lag”. Source: Compustat Quarterly unless
otherwise stated.
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Appendix B: Regression Results on Short-Term Financing for
all firms and rated firms

This table reports regression results on various measures of short-term financing variables for all firms (panel

A) and rated firms (panel B). Results for unrated firms are reported in table 4. The dependent variables are ac-

counts receivable scaled by sales (AP/Sales) in column (1), accounts payable scaled by cost of goods sold

(AP/COGS) in column (2), short-term debt scaled by sales (ST debt/Sales) in column (3), and cash scaled by

assets (Cash/Assets) in column (4). CRISIS is an indicator variable that takes on unity during the crisis period

(2007Q3–2009Q2), and zero during the pre-crisis period (2005Q3–2007Q2). GOV is an indicator variable that

takes on unity if the sample firm is classified as a government supplier, and zero if classified as a corporate sup-

plier. Sample firms are sorted into rated/unrated and GOV /CORP according to their credit ratings and customer

types as of 2006. All regressions include industry fixed effects. Standard errors, clustered at the firm-level, are

reported in brackets. All variables are described in Appendix A.
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Panel A: All Firms
(1) (2) (3) (4)

VARIABLES AR/Sales AP/COGS STdebt/Sales Cash/Assets

CRISIS -0.002 -0.059*** 0.168*** -0.018***
[0.007] [0.020] [0.028] [0.004]

GOV 0.115*** -0.153*** 0.101** -0.048***
[0.027] [0.048] [0.047] [0.016]

CRISIS*GOV 0.011 0.132*** -0.130** 0.011
[0.017] [0.043] [0.050] [0.009]

Constant 0.795*** 1.388*** 0.826** 0.208***
[0.147] [0.429] [0.421] [0.065]

Observations 17,357 18,415 18,011 18,414
R-squared 0.104 0.113 0.035 0.294

Panel B: Rated Firms
(1) (2) (3) (4)

VARIABLES AR/Sales AP/COGS STdebt/Sales Cash/Assets

CRISIS -0.019** -0.095*** 0.064** -0.008*
[0.009] [0.030] [0.028] [0.004]

GOV 0.068 -0.234*** -0.013 -0.051***
[0.046] [0.081] [0.029] [0.017]

CRISIS*GOV 0.005 0.077** -0.072** 0.014**
[0.017] [0.034] [0.031] [0.007]

Constant 0.819*** 0.426*** 0.015 0.045***
[0.004] [0.015] [0.014] [0.002]

Observations 3,906 4,334 4,287 4,333
R-squared 0.149 0.235 0.041 0.258
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Appendix C: Customer Information

We consider a sample firm’s customer as the government if the sample firm reports its

customer name (variable name: CNMS) as the U.S. or federal government, a state or local

government in Compustat Business Segment Files. Some firms simply report its customer

as government agencies or projects without specifying the exact identities of the government

agencies. We then check whether the reporting firm is a U.S. company and the customer type

(variable name: CTY PE) is GOV DOM. For government customers, CTY PE can take on one

of four possible types, GOV DOM, GOV STAT E, GOV LOC, and GOV FRN, which refer to

domestic, state, local and foreign government, respectively. For a U.S. firm, GOV DOM refers

to the U.S. government and GOV FRN to a foreign government. Similarly, we check whether

a firm reporting CNMS as Municipalities and CTY PE as GOV LOC is a U.S. firm to confirm

that its customer is a U.S. municipality.

Among our sample of government suppliers, 98.5% sell to the U.S. government and only

1.5% sell to foreign governments. Among our unrated government suppliers, only 1.1% sells

to foreign governments. The sheer majority of U.S. government customers are federal agen-

cies, with only 1.9% of our unrated suppliers cater to the U.S. state or local government agen-

cies. Examples of state government include Arizona Department of Corrections, Arkansas

Department of Revenue, California Department of Water Resources, State of Texas, etc. Ex-

amples of local government are Chicago Housing Authority, the cities and counties such as

City of Toledo, Wayne county of Michigan, etc., or a government agency.

Among the named government agencies: (i) 48.3% of the reported firm-year relationships

are with the Department of Health and Human Services and its related agencies which in-

clude Medicare and Medicaid, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Disease, National

Institute of Health, SAMHSA, and Veterans Health Administration facilities; (ii) 40.3% are

with the Department of Defense and defense-related units which include the U.S. Air Force,

Army, Border Patrol, Coast Guard, Homeland Security, Intelligence Agency, Marine, Mili-

tary, National Security, NASA, and the Navy; (iii) 2% are with the Department of Energy;

(iv) 0.9% are with the Department of Education; and (v) the remaining 8.5% are with other

U.S. government agencies which include the Department of Agriculture, Commerce, Interior,
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State, Transport, Veterans Affairs, Federal Bureau of Prisons, Federal Emergency Manage-

ment Agency, Federal Job Corps, Federal Reserve Bank, General Services Administration,

Internal Revenue Services, Public Street Lighting and Highway Lighting, Social Security Ad-

ministration, and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Forest Service, Immigration and

Customers Enforcement, National Park Service, Postal Service, and the U.S. Treasury.

In June 1997, SFAS 131 was issued which requires firms to disclose the sales to each

principal customer, but not the name of the customer. To the extent that small and riskier firms

that are more likely to be affected by their customers’ actions choose not to disclose their

customer names (Ellis et al., 2012), our estimates represent the lower bound of the true impact

of customers actions on dependent suppliers. As a result, there is a significant number of

firms in the Business Segment Files that are missing the CNMS variable but report the dollar

amounts of sales (CSALE) to these customers. However, over our sample period, we do not

have cases where CTY PE indicates a governmental customer type and CNMS is unreported.

To identify sample firms that supply to corporate customers, we start with the informa-

tion in the Compustat Business Segment Files. As firms only report the names of their major

customers, we manually match the customer names to their corresponding GVKEYs in Com-

pustat by closely following the approach in Fee et al. (2006). For customer names that are

abbreviated, we use visual inspection and industry affiliation in our matches. For unmatched

customers, we further search their corporate web sites or the Directory of Corporate Affiliation

database to determine whether the customer is a subsidiary of a listed firm, and assign the par-

ent GVKEY where applicable. To ensure accuracy of our matches, we retain only customers

that are unambiguously matched to GVKEYs.
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Table 1
Pre-Crisis Firm Characteristics

This table reports quarterly firm characteristics averaged over the pre-crisis period of 2005Q3 to 2007Q2. Panel
A reports the firm characteristics for all firms in our sample while Panel B partitions our sample firms into
rated/unrated and GOV /CORP according to their credit ratings and customer types as of 2006, and report the
firm characteristics for each subsample. DIFF measures the difference between GOV firm characteristics and
CORP firm characteristics. Reliance (CustREL) on sample firms’ largest customers is reported as of fiscal year
2006. All variables are described in Appendix A.

Panel A: All Firms
Variable Mean Median Std Dev
Customer Reliance (CustREL) 0.318 0.230 0.223
Assets ($ millions) 1,545 224 4,007
Sales ($ millions) 408 53 1,160
Leverage 0.215 0.144 0.253
Capex/Assets 0.016 0.007 0.025
ROA -0.014 0.008 0.082
OCF/Assets 0.009 0.026 0.071
M/B 2.296 1.748 1.717
Number of firms per quarter 1,194
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Panel B: Subsamples
Sample Firms

Variable Customer Types Unrated Firms Rated Firms
Customer Reliance (CustREL) GOV 0.474 0.330

CORP 0.304 0.213
DIFF -0.170 -0.118
t-stat -9.82 -5.91

Assets ($ millions) GOV 300 6,004
CORP 511 4,651
DIFF 211 -1,353
t-stat 5.09 -4.08

Sales ($ millions) GOV 103 1,675
CORP 119 1,236
DIFF 15 -440
t-stat 1.30 -4.46

Leverage GOV 0.196 0.366
CORP 0.168 0.335
DIFF -0.028 -0.031
t-stat -3.94 -2.76

Capex/Assets GOV 0.011 0.011
CORP 0.016 0.019
DIFF 0.005 0.008
t-stat 6.92 7.10

ROA GOV -0.028 0.009
CORP -0.020 0.011
DIFF 0.009 0.002
t-stat 3.31 1.30

OCF/Assets GOV -0.004 0.034
CORP 0.001 0.037
DIFF 0.005 0.003
t-stat 1.97 2.92

M/B GOV 2.470 1.699
CORP 2.439 1.822
DIFF -0.031 0.123
t-stat -0.57 2.95

Number of firms per quarter GOV 198 66
CORP 709 217
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Table 2
Changes in Firm Characteristics During Crisis

This table reports quarterly firm characteristics averaged over the pre-crisis period of 2005Q3 to 2007Q2 and the
crisis period of 2007Q3 to 2009Q2, respectively, for four subsamples. Sample firms are sorted into rated/unrated
and GOV /CORP according to their credit ratings and customer types as of 2006. DIFF measures the difference
between the pre-crisis firm characteristics and the crisis-period firm characteristics. *, **, and *** represent
statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. All variables are described in Appendix A.

Unrated Firms Rated Firms
Variable Period GOV CORP GOV CORP
Assets ($ millions) Pre-Crisis 300 511 6,004 4,651

Crisis 400 629 7,685 5,740
DIFF 100*** 118*** 1681*** 1090***

%change 33.33 23.07 28.00 23.44
Sales/Pre-Crisis Assets Pre-Crisis 0.326 0.261 0.283 0.263

Crisis 0.432 0.299 0.347 0.300
DIFF 0.106*** 0.039*** 0.064*** 0.037***

%change 32.52 14.94 22.63 14.07
Leverage Pre-Crisis 0.191 0.166 0.367 0.338
(scaled by pre-crisis assets) Crisis 0.261 0.248 0.464 0.436

DIFF 0.070*** 0.082*** 0.097*** 0.097***
%change 36.65 49.40 26.45 28.70

Capex/Pre-Crisis Assets Pre-Crisis 0.010 0.015 0.011 0.018
Crisis 0.015 0.018 0.014 0.023
DIFF 0.005*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.005***

%change 50.00 20.00 27.42 27.78
ROA Pre-Crisis -0.028 -0.020 0.008 0.009
(scaled by pre-crisis assets) Crisis -0.012 -0.028 0.013 0.000

DIFF 0.016*** -0.008*** 0.005** -0.009***
%change 57.10 -40.00 66.09 -100.00

OCF/Pre-Crisis Assets Pre-Crisis -0.002 0.002 0.034 0.037
Crisis 0.016 0.006 0.043 0.039
DIFF 0.018*** 0.004** 0.009*** 0.002*

%change 900.00 200.00 26.73 5.44
M/B Pre-Crisis 2.470 2.439 1.699 1.822

Crisis 2.075 1.891 1.478 1.489
DIFF -0.396*** -0.548*** -0.221*** -0.334***

%change -16.03 -22.47 -13.01 -18.33
PPE/Sales Pre-Crisis 1.272 2.113 1.132 2.247

Crisis 1.191 2.412 1.101 2.487
DIFF -0.081 0.298*** -0.031 0.241*

%change -6.36 14.10 -2.77 10.71
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Table 3
Changes in Short-term Financing

This table reports quarterly short-term financing measures averaged over the pre-crisis period of 2005Q3 to
2007Q2 and crisis period of 2007Q3 to 2009Q2, respectively, for four subsamples. Sample firms are sorted
into rated/unrated and GOV /CORP according to their credit ratings and customer types as of 2006. DIFF mea-
sures the difference between the pre-crisis firm characteristics and the crisis-period firm characteristics. Panel A
scales financing measures by average pre-crisis assets, quarterly asset values averaged over the pre-crisis period.
Panel B scales financing measures by various contemporaneous values. AR and AP are the accounts receivable
and accounts payable, respectively, while ST debt is the short-term debt. INV , INV RM, and INV FG are the
total inventory, raw-material inventory and finished-goods inventory, respectively. All variables are described in
Appendix A.

Panel A: Variables Scaled by Average Pre-Crisis Assets
Unrated Firms Rated Firms

Variable Period GOV CORP GOV CORP
AR/Pre-Crisis Assets Pre-Crisis 0.225 0.153 0.178 0.140

Crisis 0.306 0.178 0.213 0.155
DIFF 0.081*** 0.025*** 0.035*** 0.015***

%change 35.96 16.37 19.65 10.73
AP/Pre-Crisis Assets Pre-Crisis 0.101 0.090 0.072 0.099

Crisis 0.127 0.101 0.090 0.108
DIFF 0.026*** 0.011*** 0.018*** 0.010***

%change 25.74 12.19 24.86 10.15
STdebt/Pre-Crisis Assets Pre-Crisis 0.052 0.047 0.025 0.034

Crisis 0.066 0.066 0.029 0.048
DIFF 0.014*** 0.019*** 0.004 0.014***

%change 27.37 40.52 15.90 40.88
INV/Pre-Crisis Assets Pre-Crisis 0.148 0.142 0.099 0.119

Crisis 0.194 0.161 0.130 0.135
DIFF 0.046*** 0.019*** 0.031*** 0.016***

%change 31.13 13.37 31.28 13.45
INVRM/Pre-Crisis Assets Pre-Crisis 0.079 0.067 0.046 0.040

Crisis 0.108 0.074 0.054 0.043
DIFF 0.029*** 0.007*** 0.008** 0.004**

%change 36.92 10.43 17.28 10.09
INVFG/Pre-Crisis Assets Pre-Crisis 0.058 0.070 0.028 0.067

Crisis 0.067 0.082 0.046 0.075
DIFF 0.008* 0.012*** 0.019*** 0.008***

%change 13.79 17.10 68.64 11.97
Cash/Pre-Crisis Assets Pre-Crisis 0.235 0.290 0.075 0.109

Crisis 0.302 0.324 0.101 0.116
DIFF 0.067*** 0.034*** 0.026*** 0.007

%change 28.53 11.72 34.82 6.30
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Panel B: Variables Scaled by Contemporaneous Denominators
Unrated Firms Rated Firms

Variable Period GOV CORP GOV CORP
AR/Sales Pre-Crisis 0.757 0.634 0.654 0.569

Crisis 0.771 0.634 0.641 0.549
DIFF 0.013 0.000 -0.013 -0.021**

%change 1.76 0.00 -1.99 -3.69
AP/COGS Pre-Crisis 0.566 0.837 0.387 0.783

Crisis 0.664 0.790 0.379 0.690
DIFF 0.098*** -0.047** -0.008 -0.093***

%change 17.32 -5.62 -2.07 -11.88
STdebt/Sales Pre-Crisis 0.287 0.254 0.105 0.164

Crisis 0.335 0.442 0.095 0.229
DIFF 0.048 0.188*** -0.010 0.065***

%change 16.76 74.08 -9.31 39.70
INV/COGS Pre-Crisis 0.997 1.023 0.538 0.848

Crisis 1.112 1.052 0.567 0.835
DIFF 0.115** 0.029 0.029 -0.014

%change 11.54 2.83 5.39 -1.61
INVRM/COGS Pre-Crisis 0.522 0.483 0.268 0.277

Crisis 0.617 0.502 0.263 0.258
DIFF 0.095*** 0.019 -0.006 -0.019

%change 18.20 3.93 -2.24 -6.86
INVFG/COGS Pre-Crisis 0.384 0.484 0.167 0.483

Crisis 0.448 0.534 0.203 0.496
DIFF 0.064* 0.050*** 0.036** 0.013

%change 16.66 10.32 21.51 2.80
Cash/Assets Pre-Crisis 0.233 0.289 0.076 0.110

Crisis 0.219 0.264 0.083 0.101
DIFF -0.014 -0.024*** 0.007 -0.008*

%change -6.01 -8.31 9.74 -7.30
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Table 4
Regression Results on Short-term Financing

This table estimates the following specification for unrated firms:

yit = α+β1Crisist +β2GOVi +β3Crisist ·GOVi +X′θ+ εit,

where the dependent variables are various measures of short-term financing variables including accounts receiv-
able scaled by sales (AP/Sales) in column (1), accounts payable scaled by cost of goods sold (AP/COGS) in col-
umn (2), short-term debt scaled by sales (ST debt/Sales) in column (3), and cash scaled by assets (Cash/Assets)
in column (4). CRISIS is an indicator variable that takes on unity during the crisis period of 2007Q3 to 2009Q2,
and zero during the pre-crisis period of 2005Q3 to 2007Q2. GOV is an indicator variable that takes on unity if
the sample firm is classified as a government supplier, and zero if classified as a corporate supplier. The sample
firms are classified as government suppliers or corporate suppliers, and as rated or unrated according to their
status in 2006. All regressions include industry fixed effects. Standard errors, clustered at the firm-level, are
reported in brackets. Results for rated firms and all firms are reported in appendix B. All variables are described
in Appendix A. *, **, and *** represent statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Variable AR/Sales AP/COGS STdebt/Sales Cash/Assets

CRISIS 0.002 -0.049** 0.193*** -0.022***
[0.009] [0.024] [0.035] [0.005]

GOV 0.133*** -0.123** 0.136** -0.045**
[0.031] [0.056] [0.060] [0.018]

CRISIS*GOV 0.017 0.147*** -0.141** 0.008
[0.022] [0.055] [0.065] [0.011]

Constant 0.781*** 1.528*** 0.962** 0.235***
[0.182] [0.467] [0.475] [0.071]

Observations 13,385 14,011 13,654 14,011
R-squared 0.115 0.108 0.041 0.282
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Table 5
Inventory Breakdown

This table regresses various measures of inventory for unrated firms. Dependent variables are raw-material
inventory scaled by cost of goods sold (INV RM/COGS), finished-goods inventory scaled by costs of goods sold
(INV FG/COGS), accounts payable scaled by raw-material inventory (AP/COGS) and scaled by finished-goods
inventory (AP/INV FG), respectively, and short-term debt scaled by raw-material inventory (ST debt/INV RM)
and scaled by finished-goods inventory (ST debt/INV FG), respectively. CRISIS is an indicator variable that
takes on unity during the crisis period of 2007Q3 to 2009Q2, and zero during the pre-crisis period of 2005Q3
to 2007Q2. GOV is an indicator variable that takes on unity if the sample firm is classified as a government
supplier, and zero if classified as a corporate supplier. All regressions include industry fixed effects. Standard
errors, clustered at the firm-level, are reported in brackets. All variables are described in Appendix A. *, **, and
*** represent statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Variable INVRM/COGS INVFG/COGS AP/INVRM AP/INVFG Stdebt/INVRM STdebt/INVFG

CRISIS 0.021 0.053*** 1.706** 0.596 1.844*** 0.134
[0.017] [0.017] [0.855] [0.412] [0.529] [0.232]

GOV 0.071 -0.063 -1.188 2.913** 0.792 2.401***
[0.049] [0.052] [1.405] [1.299] [0.723] [0.888]

CRISIS*GOV 0.075* 0.014 -0.720 2.988 -2.411*** -0.348
[0.039] [0.049] [1.145] [1.820] [0.768] [0.936]

Constant 0.292 0.480** 8.763* 18.998 0.234 11.712
[0.262] [0.203] [4.899] [21.467] [0.755] [13.283]

Observations 6,877 7,045 6,877 7,045 6,729 6,900
R-squared 0.154 0.075 0.111 0.060 0.067 0.081
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Table 6
Firm Growth and Investment

This table regresses various measures of investment for unrated firms. The dependent variables are PPE/Sales
in column (1), Capex/lagPPE in column (2), R&D/lagPPE in column (3) and acquisition expenses scaled by
lagged PPE (AQC/lagPPE) in column (4). CRISIS is an indicator variable that takes on unity during the crisis
period of 2007Q3 to 2009Q2, and zero during the pre-crisis period of 2005Q3 to 2007Q2. GOV is an indicator
variable that takes on unity if the sample firm is classified as a government supplier, and zero if classified as a
corporate supplier. All regressions include industry fixed effects. Standard errors, clustered at the firm-level, are
reported in brackets. All variables are described in Appendix A.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Variable PPE/Sales Capex/lagPPE R&D/lagPPE AQC/lagPPE

CRISIS 0.234** -0.024*** -0.051 -0.017*
[0.104] [0.003] [0.045] [0.009]

GOV 0.205 -0.003 0.107 0.018
[0.314] [0.007] [0.163] [0.025]

CRISIS*GOV -0.303 0.013** -0.031 0.003
[0.280] [0.007] [0.103] [0.021]

Constant 1.296 0.113*** 0.074 0.091
[0.809] [0.032] [0.150] [0.056]

Observations 13,934 13,308 8,433 13,102
R-squared 0.290 0.041 0.139 0.014
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Table 7
Changes in Leverage

This table examines changes in leverage for unrated firms. In columns (1) and (3), the dependent variable
is ∆LT debt/lagAssets computed as long-term debt minus lagged long-term debt, scaled by lagged assets. In
columns (2) and (4), the dependent variable is ∆ST debt/lagAssets computed as short-term debt minus lagged
short-term debt, scaled by lagged assets. CRISIS is an indicator variable that takes on unity during the crisis
period of 2007Q3 to 2009Q2, and zero during the pre-crisis period of 2005Q3 to 2007Q2. GOV is an indicator
variable that takes on unity if the sample firm is classified as a government supplier, and zero if classified as a
corporate supplier. All regressions include industry fixed effects. Standard errors, clustered at the firm-level, are
reported in brackets. All variables are described in Appendix A.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Variable ∆LTdebt/lagAssets ∆STdebt/lagAssets ∆LTdebt/lagAssets ∆STdebt/lagAssets

CRISIS -0.006*** 0.003*** -0.005*** 0.003***
[0.001] [0.001] [0.001] [0.001]

GOV -0.001 0.003** -0.001 0.002
[0.002] [0.001] [0.002] [0.001]

CRISIS*GOV 0.001 -0.002 0.000 -0.001
[0.002] [0.002] [0.002] [0.002]

lagM/B 0.001*** 0.001**
[0.000] [0.000]

lagROA 0.009 -0.052***
[0.008] [0.013]

lagLog(Sales) 0.000 -0.000
[0.000] [0.000]

lag(PPE/Assets) 0.018*** 0.008***
[0.004] [0.003]

Constant 0.003 0.001 -0.005 0.000
[0.005] [0.006] [0.005] [0.007]

Observations 13,533 13,384 13,050 12,902
R-squared 0.009 0.003 0.013 0.014
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Table 8
Subsample Analysis on Accounts Payable

This table presents various subsample regression results for unrated firms. The dependent variables are
AP/COGS in Panel A and AP/INV RM in Panel B. In the first two columns, we sort unrated firms into two
groups based on their sales-based reliance (CUST REL) on their largest customers as of fiscal year 2006. In
the last two columns, unrated firms are sorted according to INV RM/COGS, where INV RM/COGS is the raw-
material inventory scaled by cost of goods sold. CRISIS is an indicator variable that takes on unity during the
crisis period of 2007Q3 to 2009Q2, and zero during the pre-crisis period of 2005Q3 to 2007Q2. GOV is an indi-
cator variable that takes on unity if the sample firm is classified as a government supplier, and zero if classified
as a corporate supplier. All regressions include industry fixed effects. Standard errors, clustered at the firm-level,
are reported in brackets. All variables are described in Appendix A.

Panel A: AP/COGS as Dependent Variable
CUSTREL INVRM/COGS

Variable > median < median > median < median
CRISIS -0.071* -0.022 -0.022 0.027

[0.043] [0.027] [0.039] [0.027]
GOV -0.116 -0.209*** -0.049 -0.032

[0.086] [0.067] [0.079] [0.064]
CRISIS*GOV 0.193** 0.094* 0.186** 0.054

[0.079] [0.051] [0.088] [0.093]
Constant 1.711*** 1.063** 0.975*** 0.648***

[0.600] [0.485] [0.096] [0.090]
Observations 7,018 6,993 3,438 3,439
R-squared 0.155 0.092 0.119 0.065

Panel B: AP/INV RM as Dependent Variable
CUSTREL INVRM/COGS

Variable > median < median > median < median
crisis 3.763** 0.069 -0.032 3.505**

[1.813] [0.665] [0.062] [1.665]
gov -0.759 -3.232*** -0.046 -0.634

[2.301] [0.957] [0.133] [2.798]
inter -2.436 0.34 0.051 -0.804

[2.099] [0.761] [0.114] [2.640]
Constant 8.158 2.883*** 1.255*** 11.492***

[5.246] [0.000] [0.137] [4.129]
Observations 3,163 3,714 3,438 3,439
R-squared 0.166 0.158 0.092 0.121
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Table 9
Changes in Market Shares

This table reports regression results on the market shares of unrated firms. The first column utilizes MSCRISIS,
the logarithm of the ratio of the average quarterly market share during the crisis (2007Q3–2009Q2) to average
quarterly pre-crisis (2005Q2–2007Q2) market share, where market share is computed as the fraction of the
industry sales attributed to the firm. The second column compares market share at the end of pre-crisis and
market share at the end of crisis by using MSCRISIS2, the logarithm of the ratio of market share in 2009Q2
to market share in 2007Q2. GOV is an indicator variable that takes on unity if the sample firm is classified
as a government supplier, and zero if classified as a corporate supplier. Robust standard errors are reported in
brackets. All variables are described in Appendix A.

Dependent Variable
Variable MSCRISIS MSCRISIS2

GOV 0.115** 0.162***
[0.046] [0.054]

Constant 0.031 -0.000
[0.020] [0.027]

Observations 776 739
R-squared 0.009 0.011
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Table 10
Post-Crisis Acquisition Activities

This table reports regression results on post-crisis acquisition activities for unrated firms. The dependent variable
is the value of post-crisis acquisitions scaled by the firm’s pre-crisis assets (AQCV ), where post-crisis is defined
as the period from 2009Q3 to 2011Q2. MSCRISIS is computed as the logarithm of the ratio of the average
quarterly market share during the crisis (2007Q3–2009Q2) to average quarterly pre-crisis (2005Q2–2007Q2)
market share, where market share is computed as the fraction of the industry sales attributed to the firm. GOV
is an indicator variable that takes on unity if the sample firm is classified as a government supplier, and zero if
classified as a corporate supplier. Robust standard errors are reported in brackets. All variables are described in
Appendix A.

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4)

MSCRISIS 0.058*** 0.047***
[0.013] [0.013]

GOV 0.035** 0.041**
[0.017] [0.018]

M/B 0.001 0.003
[0.003] [0.003]

OCF/Assets 0.384*** 0.473***
[0.072] [0.073]

Constant 0.071*** 0.069*** 0.066*** 0.060***
[0.006] [0.008] [0.007] [0.008]

Observations 758 734 758 734
R-squared 0.026 0.047 0.007 0.039
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Table 11
Placebo Crisis

This table repeats the regressions in table 4 for various pseudo crisis periods and report the coefficient of the
interaction term, CRISIS ∗GOV . Specification (A) considers a pseudo crisis period of 2003Q3–2005Q2 and a
pseudo pre-crisis period of 2001Q3–2003Q2. Specification (B) considers a pseudo crisis period of 2004Q3–
2006Q2 and a pseudo pre-crisis period of 2002Q3–2004Q2. Specification (C) treats 2005Q3–2007Q2 as a crisis
period and 2003Q3–2005Q2 as a pre-crisis period. The dependent variables are accounts receivable scaled by
sales (AP/Sales) in column (1), accounts payable scaled by cost of goods sold (AP/COGS) in column (2), short-
term debt scaled by sales (ST debt/Sales) in column (3), and cash scaled by assets (Cash/Assets) in column (4).
CRISIS is an indicator variable that takes on unity during the pseudo crisis period, and zero during the pseudo
pre-crisis period. GOV is an indicator variable that takes on unity if the sample firm is classified as a government
supplier, and zero if classified as a corporate supplier. All regressions include industry fixed effects standard
errors are clustered at the firm-level. All variables are described in Appendix A.

Coefficients of CRISIS*GOV
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Specification AR/Sales AP/COGS STdebt/Sales Cash/Assets
A. Pseudo-crisis: 2003Q3–2005Q2

-0.691 -0.090 0.337 -0.008
[0.587] [0.385] [0.607] [0.011]

B. Pseudo-crisis: 2004Q3–2006Q2
-0.247 -0.628 -1.013 0.003
[0.357] [0.717] [0.841] [0.011]

C. Pseudo-crisis: 2005Q3–2007Q2
1.295 -0.352 1.059 0.003

[1.197] [0.928] [1.001] [0.010]
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Table 12
Additional Robustness Checks

This table repeats the regressions in table 4 for three different specifications and report the coefficient of the
interaction term. Specification (A) considers a sample where a principal customer is defined as a customer
contributing at least 20% of the sample firm’s sales. Specification (B) includes quarter dummy variables. Spec-
ification (C) clusters standard errors simultaneously at the firm and time (quarterly frequency) level. Dependent
variables are accounts receivable scaled by sales (AP/Sales) in column (1), accounts payable scaled by cost of
goods sold (AP/COGS) in column (2), short-term debt scaled by sales (ST debt/Sales) in column (3), and cash
scaled by assets (Cash/Assets) in column (4). CRISIS is an indicator variable that takes on unity during the crisis
period of 2007Q3 to 2009Q2, and zero during the pre-crisis period of 2005Q3 to 2007Q2. GOV is an indicator
variable that takes on unity if the sample firm is classified as a government supplier, and zero if classified as a
corporate supplier. All regressions include industry fixed effects standard errors are clustered at the firm-level
unless specified otherwise. All variables are described in Appendix A.

Coefficients of CRISIS*GOV
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Specification AR/Sales AP/COGS STdebt/Sales Cash/Assets
A. 20% cutoff sample

0.024 0.203** -0.297** 0.006
[0.029] [0.083] [0.120] [0.013]

B. Quarter dummy variables included
0.017 0.147*** -0.140** 0.008

[0.022] [0.055] [0.065] [0.011]
C. St. errors clustered simultaneously at firm and time

0.017 0.147*** -0.141** 0.008
[0.015] [0.046] [0.055] [0.007]
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Figure 1. Crisis Statistics

This figure plots daily values of the TED spread (left) and quarterly values of real GDP (right). The TED Spread
(percent) is calculated as the spread between 3-Month LIBOR based on US dollars and 3-Month Treasury Bill.
Real GDP ($ trillions) is a seasonally adjusted annual rate. Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.
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Figure 2. Government Expenditure/GDP

This figure plots the ratio of total government expenditure to nominal GDP. Both total government expenditure
and GDP are seasonally adjusted quarterly values. Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis.
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Figure 3. Sample Firm Characteristics

The figure plots average quarterly values of various firm characteristics of unrated firms. ROA and OCF are
scaled by pre-crisis assets. All variables are described in Appendix A.
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Figure 4. Investment Constraints

This figure plots average quarterly values of delaycon for unrated firms and rated firms, respectively, where
delaycon is an index of investment delay constraints, derived from Hoberg and Maksimovic (2015).
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Figure 5. Market Share and Acquisition Activities

This figure plots the quarterly values of unrated firms’ average market share (left) and average acquisition value
scaled by average pre-crisis assets (right), where pre-crisis assets are quarterly asset values averaged over the
pre-crisis period.
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